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Abstract—The digital transformation has found its way into
business and private life. It consists of digitization and digitalization. Digitization means the technical process and digitalization
is the socio-technological process. Technologies of digitization are
Cloud Computing (CC), Internet of Things (IoT) and Smart
Grid (SG), which are separate technologies. The increasing
digitalization in the private sector and of the energy industry
connect these technologies. Actually, there is no connection
between the CC infrastructure and the SG infrastructure at
the moment, because in Germany the SG is currently under
construction. If one looks at the CC and IoT, it must be stated
there is an connection between the IoT infrastructure and the CC
infrastructure as a service provider. To connect the technologies
CC, IoT and SG and also build an SG cloud for innovative
services, the new laws for privacy must be implemented. For
privacy and security analyses it is important to know which
data can be stored and distributed on a cloud. To illustrate this
analysis, we connect the SG infrastructure with the IoT. An IoT
device (car charging station) should be able to transfer data to
and from the SG. SG is a critical infrastructure and the IoT
device a potential insecure device and network. We show the
communication between the smart meter switching box and the
IoT device and the data transferred between their clouds. The
charging station is connected to the SG to get the current amount
of renewable energy in the grid. This is necessary to create a new
smart service. But this service also generates private data (e.g.,
name, address, payment details). The private data should not be
transferred to the IoT cloud. For the connection of SG and IoT,
availability, confidentiality and integrity must be ensured. A risk
analysis over all the cloud connections, including the vulnerability
and the ability of an attacker, the resulting risk and the 4-LevelTrust-Model for security assessment are developed. Furthermore,
we show the application of the 4-Level-Trust-Model in this paper.
Keywords—Smart Grid; Internet of Things; security analysis; safety-critical infrastructure; cloud computing; 4-Level-TrustModel

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper extends the already published paper “Risk Analysis of the Cloud Infrastructure of Smart Grid and Internet
of Things” [1] with more detailed information of the risk
analysis and the 4-Level-Trust-Model as a security solution
for the main problem with the different data.
With the increasing digitalization in our world, new technologies, like the Internet of Things (IoT), have a great

influence on our future way of life. Non-technical user are
using connected technologies to improve their comfort without
knowing about the possible risks.
But not only private technologies are increasing their digitalization, the future Smart Grid (SG) is also a highly networked
system. In order to use these innovative services, which emerge
from the digitalization, a third technology, Cloud Computing
(CC) is necessary. With all three technologies combined, new
services can be offered and the transformation of the energy
system can be successfully implemented.
In Germany, the integration of the intelligent energy supply
system (SG) is creating a new IT infrastructure. The intelligent
measuring system (iMSys), containing a basic meter (smart
meter) and the smart meter gateway (SMGW) [2] are currently
installed in many households and companies in Germany. But
other countries like Italy or Sweden are already further ahead
with the development of the SG infrastructure.
The digitalization of the electricity grid brings new dangers
and challenges in the area of IT-Safety and -Security. These
can even allow attacks from the internet where no physical
access to the network is necessary. Besides the SG, all kind of
devices are getting a connection to the internet. These devices
can range from smart refrigerators to connected cars and are
called IoT. Most of the time, existing devices are getting a
communication interface and are connected to the internet over
a gateway or directly.
IoT, just like SG, also brings new IT-Security and -Safety
dangers. For consumer devices, the damage is normally not
high, but the lack of IT-Security in consumer devices, which
are connected to other networks, can lead to serious damage
in other (critical) infrastructures. One big challenge is the high
number of newly connected devices. Services for only a few
devices, are getting new ones on a large scale, which are not
necessary persistent. They are very flexible and appear and
disappear quickly in their lifetime. This volatility is a big
challenge for the security of existing and new services.
Beside of all dangers, new technologies are emerging and
the new challenges must be solved. The smart services are
required for future applications and the connection between
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SG and IoT is necessary, to regulate the amount of energy in
the grid. For these services, the cloud platform is needed as a
connection between both technologies. It can be described as
a data hub, for data storage, analysis and the services.

of the IoT devices. Quad9 automatically blocks requests to
infected sites. As a last challenge, manufacturers must be
“forced” to improve IT security. This can be accomplished
by guidelines and certifications.

Both technologies, SG and IoT, are implementing their own
cloud platform with the corresponding infrastructure. These
independent clouds must be connected in order to offer new
services with the desired added value. The potential insecure
device and infrastructure of IoT should be able to communicate in both directions with the critical infrastructure of the SG.
The security objectives availability, confidentiality, integrity
and privacy must nevertheless still be ensured. Therefore, new
risks and attack vectors emerge and new requirements for
authentication and authorization are needed.

For SG exist an European architecture model so called
Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM). This model was
developed in the context of the European standardization mandate M/490. The SGAM includes the visualization, validation
and structuring of SG projects from the beginning of the
project as well as for the standardization of SG. The model
was also used for the SG architecture development at different
organizational levels. In this model, security is not explicitly
considered. This publication describes security as a crosscutting topic [8]. The architectural models of the countries
differ in principle, but they are mostly based on the SGAM.
In Germany, the SG itself is regulated by the specifications
of the Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) and is
regarded as the state of the art (communication) [9]. The BSI
was commissioned by the legislator to develop specifications
for a SMGW in order to guarantee a secure infrastructure for
intelligent measuring systems [10]. The intelligent measuring
systems will be integrated into a communication network with
the central element SMGW as a communication unit [11]–[13].

In this paper, we connect a IoT and SG cloud and perform
a risk analysis over our example architecture to see the new
problems and dangers of this connection. In the next step, a
security model, based on IoT security standards and a new 4Level-Trust-Model is developed. Finally, the model is applied
to the example, to show the benefits of our security model.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II covers the
related work and existing publications. In Section III, we
describe our architecture and the corresponding challenges
for the connection between the two technologies. In the next
section, the security analysis is performed and Section V,
describes the security model, which is applied in Section VI
to our example. Finally, the conclusion is given.
II. R ELATED W ORK
IoT devices are potential insecure devices. The security gaps
in IoT devices can be protected with known principles. The
problem is that they are not used by the manufacturers. One
reason for this could be problem of costs. It is important for
research to respond to new challenges in this field.
One challenge is the scarce resources of IoT devices.
Already known encryption algorithms need to be adapted
or changed to work more effectively and operate acceptably
with low-performance hardware (e.g., PRINCE [3]). As an
alternative, the new development of suitable algorithms can
be considered (e.g., Secure IoT - SIT [4]).
Some publications cover the details about the necessary
encryption and communication protocols, but do not classify
the different data, e.g., [5] and [6]. The publication “Enabling
privacy and security in Cloud of Things: Architecture, applications, security & privacy challenges” [7] describes an architecture for the combination CC and IoT, the “Cloud of Things”.
With the 4-Level-Trust-Model, a solution is developed to deal
with the the mentioned security and privacy threats.
Currently, insecure devices are in use. For this situation,
solutions must be found to continue the operation. The “Quad9
DNS Privacy and Security Service” is an example for this
problem. Several companies (including IBM) have developed
a special DNS server (Quad9 DNS Privacy and Security
Service), which should ensure the security as well as privacy

Security and privacy considerations for IoT application on
SG with a focus on survey and research challenges presented
are shown in [14] and [15]. The publication gives a brief
insight SG and IoT application on SG. Furthermore, the
publication identifies some of the remaining challenges and
vulnerabilities related to security and privacy. A security and
communication analysis of SG, IoT and CC in Germany are
shown in [16]–[18]
Classical models for IT security assessment are the BSIStandards (BSI-Standards 200-1, 200-2 and 200-3 [19]–[21])
or ISO/IEC 27000:2018 [22], which classically consider the
IT processes within a company. With highly scalable and
distributed systems (such as CC, IoT and SG), the entire IT
process must be considered. In [23]–[26] security is considered
during the development process of software. The security
evaluation of data is based on a 2-level trust model shown
in [27]. These known models for security modeling as well
as the 2-level trust model are not suitable for cyber physical
systems (CPS).
The handling of data when they leave the “SG”, requirements for authentication and authorisation in future SG-IoTcloud application and how to deal with service provider who
access data (service charging station) in critical infrastructures
are open questions. For this open question there is no related
work.
III. A RCHITECTURE C HALLENGES FOR S MART G RID AND
I OT
First, we describe the challenges in SG and IoT individually,
then we present our example architecture with the communication and the corresponding data.
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TABLE I. Energy-Supply: Today - Future
today
central supply
bilateral and wholesale trade (local markets)
transfer energy
reading of the meter content: once
a year (manual)

future
decentralized supply
centralization (regional market)
transfer energy and data
smart metering: transfer data all
15 minutes

13
systems must be guaranteed for different groups of people.
B. Internet of Things
The Internet of Things is defined in the ISO/IEC
20924:2018 standard as a infrastructure, which connects entities with services which react to information from the physical
and virtual world [29]. This includes all connected devices
nowadays, regardless if they are connected to the Internet
or not. In our paper, we restrict this definition to common
IoT devices, which benefit from a connection with the SG.
This mainly includes smart home devices with a high energy
consumption like a smart charging station.
Especially smart home devices are currently highly insecure,
because of the increasing amount of devices [30] and the
cheap price. Nearly every home appliance devices needs a
connection to some smartphone application and the internet
to control them remotely. This leads to a fast development
of new features and connection points without enough time
to care about the security. The second security issue is price,
because no customer is willing to pay more for a device just
because it was designed to be secure. The cheapest device
with the most features is usually always bought.

Figure 1. Application example Smart Grid

A. Smart Grid
In the future SG (compare Table I), large amounts of data
are generated daily when meter data are read out on a regular
basis. These data have to be stored, archived and analyzed.
The conversion of the entire energy supply system from a
centralized supply to a decentralized supply is progressing
continuously in Germany [28]. The transformation of the
energy supply to an intelligent energy supply system creates
numerous new opportunities and challenges. The changeover
to renewable energies alone, such as wind power or solar
energy, creates new challenges for future systems in the SG.
The SG infrastructure is not only used for the use case
“energy” like smart metering (see Figure 1). Further filed
of application are smart home, gas, water and value-added
service. The energy supplier (EVU) operates a data platform
to connect the users. In this case, user are producer, consumer
and customer. The SMGW is the secure interface and communication unit between the household and the EVU.
The conversion is not only taking place in Germany, but also
in other European countries. Pioneers are countries like Italy
and Sweden [28]. However, these rollouts have already been
carried out the dangers from a security and safety perspective.
With regard to security of supply, attacks on control systems
of the power grid via the Internet represent a growing threat,
because on the one hand, the power grid can be controlled
or manipulated over it. On the other hand, data requiring
protection about the consumer and their behaviour can be
accessed. This is because data of varying origin and quality is
processed and analysed in real time. As a result, access to the

Botnets like Mirai [31] and other malware are using insecure
IoT devices, to attack other networks. The security problems
of IoT are not new and the majority of them can be solved
with common IT-Security methods. This shows the OWASP
IoT Project. The top vulnerabilities in IoT devices, like default
or weak passwords, are simple to fix [32].
Because of this, we consider IoT devices as insecure. There
are too much insecure devices in operation and there is no
prove of security of new devices. Nevertheless, we connect an
insecure IoT network to a probably insecure cloud and this
cloud finally to the SG.
C. Architecture Smart Grid and IoT
The SG reference architecture consist of the Local Metrological Network (LMN), the Wide Area Network (WAN) and
the Home Area Network (HAN). The connection between
these networks takes place through the SMGW. The LMN
consists of all the gas meter, electricity meter, etc. The WAN
is outside of the building and describes the connection over a
wider range. The Gateway-Administrator and the energy supplier (Energieversorgungsunternehmen in German, short EVU)
are located in the WAN. The last network, the HAN, is the
local network in the building with the connected (smart home)
devices. The SG cloud extends the common SG reference
architecture, as shown in Figure 2.
The IoT network is located in the HAN with all connected
IoT devices. Some devices are connected over a gateway to
the Internet. The IoT Cloud and the user can access theses
devices over these HAN connections.
New services can use the central stored data of the cloud
platforms and make it available to the user. As shown in Figure
2, the connection between IoT and SG can be established
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ID gateway (charging station (CS))
IP-Address gateway (CS)
Sum of energy consumption (CS)
Current energy consumption / supply (CS)
History of energy consumption / supply (CS)
Time to load the car
User data (CS)
– Name
– E-Mail

The connected car and the history can be used to create a
profile of the user. This includes the times, the user is normally
at home or at work. This data is private data and should be
protected.
2) Communications data Smart Grid: The following data
is generated and stored in the SG cloud, as well as transmitted
to the smart service:
•
•
•
•

Figure 2. Architecture Cloud Application on Smart Grid with IoT

between the two clouds (IoT Cloud and SG Cloud). It is the
main focus of this paper, as this is where the two technologies
are combined and data exchange takes place.
D. Application Example
For a realistic and useful example, we use a smart car
charging station with a cloud connection. The charging station is considered as insecure, as well as the whole IoT
network (Gateway, Cloud, Applications). The SG network is
as extensive as described in the previous section with all the
components. As meter, a electrical meter is used, because the
smart service should connect the charging station cloud and
the SG cloud. The service can load the electric car, connected
to the charging station, at the most suitable times. The grid
can charge the car, when a lot of energy is produced and
therefore in the grid. If the grid is low on energy (can be
detected by the current frequency), the car can supply the grid
with stored energy to stabilize it. The smart service connects
the two clouds, because at this point it is possible to get all
necessary data from both technologies.
E. Communication between Smart Grid and IoT
By connecting the two clouds, data is exchanged. To determine the risk of the connection, it is necessary to know
which data is transferred. There are only the communication
data from IoT and SG listed, because not all stored data is
exchanged.
1) Communications data Internet of Thing: The following
data is stored in the IoT cloud and transmitted to the smart
service as needed:
•

ID Connected car

Information about the smart meter (ID, IP-Address)
Current energy consumption
Current price for electricity
Information about the customer
– Name
– Address
– Payment details

The information about the smart meter or the current energy
consumption can be used to create a profile of the household
(user). This is partly equal to the profile of the connected
car, but can be extended to the whole household an therefore
other people. In conclusion, like the connected car data, this
data is also private data and should be protected. Special
data protection precautions must be taken, as this may allow
conclusions to be drawn about third parties (other people in
the household).
IV. S ECURITY A NALYSIS FOR S AFETY- CRITICAL S YSTEMS
The security analysis starts with the description of the
attack vectors. From these vectors, the threads are derived.
In the next step, the risk is shown for every thread, based on
the ability of the attacker and the possible damage. Finally,
practical examples show the potential danger in our example
architecture.
A. Attack vector Smart Grid and Internet of Thing
There are four kind of attack vector categories: hardware
manipulation attacks (physical attacks), software manipulation
attacks, network-based attacks and privacy related attacks [33]
[34]. Each attack tries to get unauthorized access to the
infrastructure or inflict some damage to it [35].
Hardware manipulation or physical attacks are performed
locally on the device. It is possible to change the hardware and
the software. Mostly malware is installed, which leads to data
manipulation and sniffing. In context SG, a complete shutdown
of the grid would be possible in the worst case. However,
sensitive (private) data can also be tapped and modified. In
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the case of IoT devices, for example, the software can be
modified so that the device acts as a spy and forwards all data
to the attacker. Hardware attacks thus open up all possibilities
for an attacker, but are very difficult to execute.
With software manipulation attacks, it is possible to change
the software (or firmware) of the device. These attacks can
be done remotely over the internet or any other network. The
attacker uses a weakness in the running software (e.g., buffer
overflow, code injection) to execute his own code or tries
to manipulate the administrator of the device to install the
malicious software. As with hardware manipulation attacks, in
the worst case the SG can be shut down or sensitive (private)
data can be modified or tapped.
Network-based attacks like identity theft, denial of service,
cascading malware propagation (Business IT & Plant Control)
and monitor, traffic analysis (passive attacks) are using the
network to inflict damage. They can be used to get data or to
disable the service. These attacks are difficult to protect from,
because the hole network (internet) is not controlled.
The last category are privacy related attacks. With these
attacks, user-specific data are collected and used to inflict
personal damage to the customers or the energy supplier. They
can be combined with other attacks or used to trick the administrator to install malicious software (social engineering).
According to IoT and SG, the following risks are possible:
manipulation of measured values and time, manipulation of
the communication between IoT cloud and SG cloud, misuse
of energy data and/or sensitive data, sabotage of the power
grid and sabotage of mobility (example: charging station).
B. Security threats: Infrastructure Smart Grid and Internet of
Things
The risk analysis for both, the IoT cloud and the SG
cloud, are including the ability of an attacker and the potential
damage, which are leading to a risk for the associated attack.
With a lower ability, it is more likely for an attacker, to use
this kind of attack [36]. The potential damage of an attack is
related to the real damage (destroy some parts of the grid or
the unavailability of services) and the personal damage, caused
by stolen private information. For example, an attacker gets
private data from the SG, the ability needs to be high, but the
damage is high, too. This lead to a high risk overall [37].
Because of strict specifications and regulations of the SG in
Germany, the ability of an attacker must be high in the most
cases.
1) DoS and DDoS: A (distributed) denial of service (DDoS
or DoS) attack tries to flood the device or network with too
much data, so the service becomes unavailable. This kind of
attack can be performed distributed with a lot devices from a
botnet at low costs.
For IoT devices there is low damage, because most of them
are just for comfort features. Necessary devices, like electric
cars, are not available in high amounts at the moment, so not
many of them are affected. For the SG, such an attack can

lead to a shutdown of the grid, because the SG is unable to
broadcast the current amount of energy in the grind and all
connected cars start charging. The medium and high damage,
combined with the low ability needed, are leading to medium
to high risks for both technologies.
Ability of an attacker
IoT: low
SG: low
Damage
IoT: medium SG: high
Risk
IoT: medium SG: medium / high
2) Malware: For using a malware, the attacker needs to
know or find a vulnerability in the software. This can be very
easy in IoT devices, because of the bad security situation. For
eamxple, the mirai botnet started by using easily guessable
login credentials to compromise the devices [31].
The SG is strictly regulated in Germany by the Federal
Office for Information Security with the technical regulations
TR-03109 [8]. This certification is needed to operate the
devices, so they can be declared as secure and the ability of
an attacker has to be high to attack them.
The damage for IoT is similar to the one for the DoS
and DDoS attacks. But the SG can be compromised and the
attacker can shutdown the hole grid or even damage hardware
components.
The derived risk of a malware attack is therefore medium
for IoT and medium to high for SG.
Ability of an attacker
IoT: low
SG: high
Damage
IoT: medium SG: high
Risk
IoT: medium SG: medium / high
3) Broken Authentication: Like shown at malware attacks
above, the broken authentication is very similar. The IoT
devices are not secure and the SG is considered as secure,
because of the certification.
The damage and the risk were also assessed as in the
malware section. A broken authentication can lead to a full
compromisation of the device or the network.
Ability of an attacker
IoT: low
SG: high
Damage
IoT: medium SG: high
Risk
IoT: medium SG: medium / high
4) Broken Encryption: The broken encryption is also very
similar to the malware attacks. The IoT devices are not secure
and the SG is considered as secure, again because of the
certification.
The damage is not so high as malware or broken authentication, because only the data send over the network can
be attacked. Depending on the content of the data, personal
information may be included, but the confidentiality of the
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data is not necessary for the operation. The damage at IoT
can be low to medium, because of the different device types.
The SG can expose more personal information, so the damage
is medium.
Because of the low ability and the low to medium damage,
the risk of IoT is medium. In the SG a high ability is
needed, which leads to medium damage, the risk is declared
as medium.
Ability of an attacker
IoT: low
SG: high
Damage
IoT: low / medium SG: medium
Risk
IoT: medium
SG: medium
5) Data leakage: When a part of the data or all data are
exposed, the damage and the risks are the same as by broken
encryption. The ability is also rated the same, but can be a bit
lower, because sometimes no encryption at all is used for IoT
devices.
Ability of an attacker
IoT: low
SG: high
Damage
IoT: low / medium SG: medium
Risk
IoT: medium
SG: medium
6) Data manipulation: As mentioned before, data manipulation can be easily performed in IoT environments, because
of missing regulations. For example, the IoT Cloud can be
attacked and adopted, because easy to guess passwords are
used. As the last sections, the SG network is secure and no
data can be manipulated.
In the most cases, the manipulation of data for IoT devices
is only possible for one kind of device or one manufacturer.
This limits the damage and therefore has no great effect on the
SG. If SG data are manipulated, it can lead to some damage,
but not for all user, just for the affected ones. Therefore, the
damage for IoT is low and for SG medium.
The risk was assessed as before. A low ability and a low
damage are leading to a low risk. A high ability and a medium
damage to a medium risk.
Ability of an attacker
IoT: low SG: high
Damage
IoT: low SG: medium
Risk
IoT: low SG: medium
7) Hardware manipulation: It is very difficult to get access
to the hardware. The cloud server are most of the times under
good protection, especially in the SG and the devices are
installed in the house. If an attacker gets access to one house, it
is only one device affected and not the whole network. These
points are leading to a medium and a high ability for the
attacker.
If it is possible to get hardware access to the cloud, the
damage can be medium to high. For an IoT device, the attacker

Figure 3. Summary of the risks

only gets access to one or some manufacturer. But the SG
cloud can be used to shutdown the whole grid.
The risk is straight forward for IoT, because the ability and
the damage are both medium. For the SG, the risk is medium
because it is difficult to attack the server infrastructure.
Ability of an attacker
IoT: medium SG: high
Damage
IoT: medium SG: high
Risk
IoT: medium SG: medium
C. Summary of the security analysis
As shown in Figure 3, the summary of the risks shows that
the SG is always exposed to at least medium risk (sometimes
medium to high), while for IoT, the maximum is medium. This
shows a need for action, especially for SG.
D. Examples
In the following, we show a few examples of how the
problems by connecting IoT and SG can be recognized. The
first two examples are from [1]. As an IoT device and the
according infrastructure are currently highly insecure [38], all
problems are realistic and the data from IoT can be considered
easily accessible.
Example 1: The user can register his IoT device in the
IoT cloud only with a valid E-Mail address and a username.
No further information is needed. The IoT provider only
knows that this username has loaded his car 20 times per
month. By exchanging data with the smart meter, detailed
information(name, address) about the user can be transferred.
Now it is possible to identify the user.
Example 2: The energy service provider does not need
any information of the connected car of the user. But with
additional information from the IoT charging station, it is
possible to tell when the user is at home or if he gets visited by
another person with an electric car. This part is very important.
A third user can be tracked with his car, without knowing it.
Example 3: The SG customer does not wish to disclose any
personal information about his purchasing behaviour or financial situation. If, however, data of the car (cheap or expensive
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car) and the charging points (e.g., at which supermarket the
car is charged) are exchanged, an exact profile of the user can
be created with the additional personal information from the
SG.
Example 4: A hacked charging station can be made by
software to charge at times when the electricity price is high.
This can also result in financial damage for the user.
All four examples are showing the importance of a security
and privacy orientated connection. As default no data should
be transferred between the clouds. The user should have to
confirm each data exchange.

TABLE II. New ability of an attacker and new risk by applying standards
DoS und DDoS
Malware
Broken Authentication
Broken Encryption
Data leakage
Data manipulation
Hardware manipulation

•
•
•

V. S ECURITY MODEL
We are presenting two parts, to improve the security of our
example. The first part consists of security standards for IoT,
which are currently under development and the second part
shows a 4-Level-Trust-Model. The security standards are just
a overview, but the 4-Level-Trust-Model is a development by
our own.
A. IoT Security Standards
In order to increase the security of IoT devices, security
and privacy must be taken into account during the development phase (Security- and Privacy-by-Default). Since most
manufacturers are currently foregoing such measures because
of the costs, guidelines and standards must be developed to
implement a minimum level of security.
In Germany, DIN SPEC 27072 was published in 2019
[39], which sets minimum security requirements for consumer
devices. These include a secure password, encryption, updates,
etc. This standard is currently not mandatory and manufacturers of IoT devices can voluntarily develop their products
according to it.
In 2020, the UK Government has published a guideline,
which is also aimed at consumer devices and will be binding.
It focuses on three aspects [40]:
•
•
•

IoT device passwords must be unique and not resettable
to any universal factory setting.
Manufacturers of IoT products provide a public point of
contact as part of a vulnerability disclosure policy.
Manufacturers of IoT products explicitly state the minimum length of time for which the device will receive
security updates.

Besides these local standards, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) is working on EN 303
645 - Cyber Security for Consumer Internet of Things. This
standard is currently available as a draft and has similar
requirements according to the DIN standard. The main focus
are also consumer devices, but with less restrictions.
The current EN 303 645 draft consists of requirements,
grouped into the following thirteen topics [41]:
•
•

No universal default passwords
Implement a means to manage reports of vulnerabilities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ability
low
low
low
low
low
low
medium

ability new
low
medium
high
high
medium
medium
medium

risk
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
low
medium

risk new
medium
medium
medium
low
low
low
medium

Keep software updated
Securely store sensitive security parameters
Communicate securely
Minimize exposed attack surfaces
Ensure software integrity
Ensure that personal data is protected
Make systems resilient to outages
Examine system telemetry data
Make it easy for consumers to delete personal data
Make installation and maintenance of devices easy
Validate input data

In the future, when IoT devices will be developed with the
help of security standards, the risk analysis will no longer
have to assume that the attacker needs little effort to attack the
device and the risk will be significantly reduced. Furthermore,
for most use cases, considerably less personal information can
be collected and stored, making it more difficult to obtain
sensitive information. For example, a networked refrigerator
does not have to identify its user exactly (with name, address,
etc.). Authentication without further user details or a social
media account is sufficient.
The risk analysis for IoT changes with the improvements
of the standards. The requirements about passwords, updates,
encryption, authentication and data minimization are leading
to higher abilities and therefore to a lower risk. The new
values for the ability of an attacker and the risk can be seen in
Table II. These new values are just assumptions, because some
requirements are not mandatory and can improve the security
even more, depending on whether they are implemented.
B. 4-Level-Trust-Model for safety-critical systems
Data are to be regarded as endangered property. The 4level trust model is intended to protect the data (depending
on its specification). For example, all smart meter data are
data worthy of protection [42]. This is a statement of the
state conference of data protection officers. It means that
all data (IP adress, frequency, customer data, etc.) must be
specially treated during processing, transmitting and storing.
Data generator and user are human and machine also. The
processing of data is in real-time not now but in future. SG
is a variant of CPS. The requirements of future Systems like
SG are:
•

High scalable:
The use case data logging electricity shows us the Data
flaw from final consumers to the energy supplier. This
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•

•

•

means 2 million participants and 192 million consumption values per day.
Volatile:
If we have a look inside the communication. There are
data transfer every 15 minutes.
High data volume:
For example, 2 million households generating 22 gigabyte
data per day.
Different types of data:
Customer data, power consumption, IP address, etc.

Security assessment must be adapted with regard to these
additional requirements. The 4-Level-Trust-Model for safetycritical systems was developed based on the requirements. The
4-Level-Trust-Model for safety-critical systems is one option
of the role-based trust model for safety-critical systems [43].
This is a model for security assessment for CPS. Classically,
data are divided into two categories - secure and insecure.
This is described as the classical security model. In the new
4-Level-Trust-Model for safety-critical systems the data are
categorized in 4 categories. The categorization depends on the
requirements analysis for CPS. The 4-Level-Trust-Model for
safety-critical systems is defined as follows.
1) Category: non sensitive data
• All data that do not contain any personal reference
or have been made anonymous.
• There are no effects of damage or damage that has
occurred for the affected person.
• The security level is low.
2) Category: high sensitive data I
• All data which, through the combination of several
data in category 2 and 3, have a personal reference,
but do not have a direct reference themselves (e.g.,
network status data).
• The damage effects are limited and manageable.
Any damage that has occurred is relatively easy to
heal for the affected person.
• The security level is minimal.
3) Category: high sensitive data II
• All data which, through the combination of a further
date in categories 2 and 3, have a personal reference,
but do not have a direct reference themselves (e.g.,
status data of a meter).
• The impact of the damage can be assessed as
significant by one person. Damage that has occurred
for the person affected can be healed with increased
effort.
• The security level is intermediate.
4) Category: high sensitive data III (personal data)
• All data that are personal data or data worth protecting according to the Federal Data Protection Act
(e.g., name, address).
• The effects of the damage have reached an existentially threatening, catastrophic extent. Damage that
has occurred to the affected person cannot be healed.

•

The security level is high.

Table III shows the 4-Level-Trust-Model for safety-critical
systems with the coding and the security level. The 4-LevelTrust-Model for safety-critical systems permits to consider the
security assessment of data.
TABLE III. Evaluation criteria data security
category
1. Category
2. Category
3. Category
4. Category

description
non sensitive data
high sensitive data I
high sensitive data II
high sensitive data III

security level
low
minimal
intermediate
high

coding
0
1
2
3

With the 4-Level-Trust-Model it is possible to evaluate
data and information of a use case in CPS with regard to
security. By subdividing the data worthy of protection, a
further gradation between personal data and sensitive data is
made. With this model, appropriate security measures can be
selected. The security measures for SG must be taken from
the respective standards of the BSI. Security measures for IoT
must be taken from the corresponding standards (see above).
The proposed model is an extension of the 3-Level-Model
(such as security evaluation according to the BSI standards)
and is a possibility to perform security evaluation in CSP. The
4-level model has proven itself in application.
VI. A PPLICATION EXAMPLE : 4-L EVEL -T RUST-M ODEL
FOR SAFETY- CRITICAL SYSTEM
In the following section, we present the security assessment
based on the 4-Level-Trust-Model for safety-critical systems.
The application example is SG and IoT: charging station (see
Section III, part D). Table IV shows the security assessment
in detail. We categorized the data and matched the security
level.
For example, the “ID connected car” is a data type for the
third category. The security level is “intermediate” and the
coding is “2”. In combination with one data of the second
category is an personal reference possible. Another example
is the assessment of the history of energy consumption / supply
CS. This is a data type for the second category. The security
level is “minimal” and the coding is “1”. In combination with
several data (e.g., ID Gateway CS, IP-address) of the third
category is an personal reference possible. For example, the
information about the customer are a data type from the fourth
category. The security level is “high” and the coding is “3”.
The data are personal data like name or street.
This security analysis enables the selection of appropriate
security measures (e.g., authentication). For the authentication
of devices which transmit data such as ID Gateway CS
(category 3), a procedure that guarantees a high level of
security can be selected. On the other hand, a minimum level
of security can be ensured for the authentication of devices
that transmit data assigned to the category 2 (e.g., history of
energy consumption / supply CS).
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TABLE IV. Evaluation of the data security: use case charging station (SG
and IoT)
data
ID connected car
IP-Address Gateway (CS)
ID Gateway (CS)
IP-Address smart meter
IP-Address smart meter
Sum of energy consumption
CS
Current energy consumption /
supply CS
History of energy consumption / supply CS
Time to load the car
User data CS
smart meter ID
IP-Address smart meter
SMGW ID
IP-Address SMGW
Current energy consumption
(SG) smart meter ID
IP-Address smart meter
Current price for electricity
smart meter ID
IP-Address smart meter
smart meter ID
IP-Address smart meter
Information about the customer
IP-Address smart meter

category
3. Category
3. Category
3. Category
3. Category
3. Category
2. Category

security level
intermediate
intermediate
intermediate
intermediate
intermediate
minimal

coding
2
2
2
2
2
1

2. Category

minimal

1

2. Category

minimal

1

Category
Category
Category
Category
Category
Category
Category

minimal
high
intermediate
intermediate
intermediate
intermediate
minimal

1
3
2
2
2
2
1

3. Category
2. Category

intermediate
minimal

2
1

3.
3.
3.
4.

Category
Category
Category
Category

intermediate
intermediate
intermediate
high

2
2
2
3

3. Category

intermediate

2

2.
4.
3.
3.
3.
3.
2.

VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we show different challenges for the digitization and digitalization. New connected technologies, like
the SG and IoT are getting connected. This can result in
some serious security issues, because the SG is a critical
infrastructure and current IoT devices are insecure. In our
application example, a car charging station with its corresponding cloud (IoT) is connected to the SG infrastructure.
For this use case example, we carried out a security analysis
for safty-critical infrastructures. We show the attack vectors
of SG an IoT and the security threats. The SG is always
exposed to at least medium risk (sometimes medium to high),
while for IoT, the maximum is medium. Due to these high
risks, security by connecting the two technologies must be
significantly improved. Four examples were presented of why
lack of security is a problem.
For improvement, IoT devices can be secured by applying
standards, like the DIN 27072 or the European version from
ETSI - EN 303 645. As an advanced solution, we introduced
the 4-Level-Trust-Model for safety-critical systems. The 4Level-Trust-Model is one option of role-based trust model.
With this model, data and information of a system can be
evaluated. A distinction is made between personal data and
sensitive data. With this security assessment, CPS can be
evaluated. This model offers assistance in the selection of
appropriate security measures. We have shown the application
of the 4-Level-Trust-Model using the application example
“connect a charging station with a cloud to SG infrastructure”.
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The security standards and our trust model can only help
to decrease the risks. To establish a highly secure connection
between IoT and SG, more considerations are needed. The
interfaces must be clearly defined and communication must be
restricted accordingly. A detailed risk analysis on the concrete
architecture is as necessary as extensive penetration tests.
The 4-Level-Trust-Model provides a good basis and the next
step is to implement the model to demonstrate its functionality
in practice. It will be some time before the two technologies
(IoT and SG) are connected in Germany and by then, a
complete secure infrastructure model can be developed.
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